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reproduced in facsimile.while at the star, whitman became a regular patron of the local library, joined a. in
1863 and, 12 years later, in a book called memoranda during the warter the civil war broke out, whitman gonville & caius - walt whitman, walt whitman's 'memoranda during the war [&] death of abraham lincoln '
[facsimile with holograph plates], ed. roy p. basler (bloomington, ind., 1962). coviello, peter, ed., walt
whitman's memoranda during the ... - reviews peter coviello, ed. walt whitman's memoranda during the
war. oxford, new york: oxford university press, 2004. liv + 176 pp. many people have questioned the wisdom
of oxford's new reprint series of american literature of the civil war general editor: kenny ... memoranda during the war & death of abraham lincoln (reproduced in facsimile from 1876 first printing),
edited by roy p. basler (bloomington: indiana university press, 1962). memoranda during the war by walt
whitman - if looking for the book memoranda during the war by walt whitman in pdf form, then you've come
to right website. we present the utter variant of this ebook in doc, txt, epub, djvu, pdf formats. featuring
villanova’s librarians from the past: rev ... - to see memoranda during the war in its entirety, please view
it online in the villanova university digital library, ... ed. walt whitman’s memoranda during the war [&] death
of abraham lincoln. bloomington: indiana up, 1962.) andrew nagy’s comments on acquiring this unique copy of
memoranda during the war: featuring villanova’s librarians from the past: rev. francis e. tourscher, o.s.a ...
walt whitman quarterly review - the walt whitman archive - edition contains whitman's lecture "death of
abraham lincoln" (without mention that it contains revised passages from memoranda, as ably demon strated
by roy p. basler), a selection of pre-war and war-time poems (selected the darkest dawn - muse.jhu - the
darkest dawn thomas goodrich published by indiana university press goodrich, thomas. the darkest dawn:
lincoln, booth, and the great american tragedy. obituary articles necrology - ajc archives - on september
3, 1964, a year and three months after the death of pope john, a watered-down version of the original
statement on the jews—it reintroduced the hope for their ultimate conversion—appeared in the press. poet as
physician - upoj - reduced the staggering whentoll of death and disability due to disease, which so often
determined the success or failure of ... memoranda during the war. applewood books, bedford, mass., 1993.
(original published in 1875) 2. whitman, walt. (introduction: basler, r.) memorandum during the war and death
of abraham lincoln. indiana university press, bloomington, 1962. 3. alcott, louisa may ...
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